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JM: Worry: many believe the most common cause of suffering in America. Hi, this is Dr. 

Mercola, helping you take control of your health. Today we are joined by Dr. Martin Rossman, 

who is going to provide some real simple practical implementations or recommendations on how 

we can address this worry, which is a source of anxiety and chronic stress. It’s a contributing 

factor for overeating, alcoholism, cigarette smoking, drug abuse, and many other compulsive 

disorders. Welcome and thank you for joining us, Dr. Rossman. 

 

MR: Thanks for having me. I really appreciate it. 

 

JM: Why don’t you first begin – you’re a graduate of the University of Michigan Medical 

School. 

 

MR: Right.  

 

JM: A while ago, in 1969. 

 

MR: Quite a while.  

 

JM: You’ve been around for a while. You’ve got a long-standing interest in the practical 

importance of attitudes, beliefs, and emotions in mind-body medicine. Can you expand on that 

and tell us what led to that passion of yours?  

 

MR: Sure. I’d be happy to. When I graduated Michigan in 1969, I came out West. I came to the 

San Francisco Bay Area, Oakland in particular. It was the end of the ‘60s and I had been 

involved in the Civil Rights Movement. When I got out of medical school, my passion at that 

time was I was going to bring really good medicine to the disadvantaged and to the poor.  

 

I came to an urban setting in Oakland, California, which is actually much like Detroit where I 

grew up, except it’s across the bay from beautiful San Francisco. I started seeing patients after 

my internship in the county clinic. I did a lot of free clinic work at the time, and even did a house 

call practice in Oakland for about a year and a half.  

 

The kinds of patients I was seeing were the kind so many doctors see in their clinics: chronic 

illness, diabetes (especially type 2), heart. The diabetics weighed 250 or 300 pounds. They’re 

eating donuts all day long. People with chronic lung disease who are smoking three packs a day,  

people with heart disease who are sitting in their lounge chairs and eating pork rinds, and 

probably smoking cigarettes.  



You get into this way of practicing medicine in that scenario where you’re prescribing, as you 

know, you’re prescribing medication after medication after medication. None of which can cure 

any of those illnesses, but we’re just trying to manage them and prevent complications.  

 

The experience I had was about every six weeks, I would see these patients who I loved and had 

great relationships with. They loved me too. They’d bring us literally a shopping bag full of 

medications. My job was kind of I would either put some more medications in the bag, half the 

time to treat the side effects of the medications they were already on, or I might take them off 

some medications that were creating side effects. They would go away and I’d see them about 

six weeks later. Usually they were feeling a little bit better at that point, and then I’d see them six 

weeks later and they were feeling worse again.  

 

The reason I did the house call practice was to see why is it so difficult. Even at that time Dr. 

Mercola, we were calling these “the diseases of civilization” or “diseases of lifestyle.” We all 

knew that these things were preventable and even curable by change in lifestyle. Yet it was so 

difficult to get people to change that lifestyle. I went out and did a house call practice to see how 

people were living and why it was so difficult for them to change. I saw the effects of poverty, 

ignorance, and lack of opportunity, which creates a great deal of stress and depression and 

anxiety.  

 

Like you said in your introduction, I think that a lot of this behavior is just because people are 

trying to get through the day and manage their stress. All of these things, be it cigarettes or sugar 

or alcohol or drugs, they do temporarily relieve the pain of depression and anxiety. The trouble 

is, one, they’re short-acting; they don’t really address the cause. You have to go back and keep 

taking them. The second thing is that over time, the toxic effects of these medications, or alcohol, 

or drugs, or cigarettes, start to override the beneficial effects. It’s what I call “toxic coping 

efforts." 

 

Anyhow, I was treating all these people that were really creating their diseases by the way that 

they were coping, either through junk food, or sugar, or too much food, or alcohol, or drugs, and 

so on, cigarettes. Deciding I needed to get better at helping people learn how to change their 

lifestyle, I started to study motivational psychology and ways to help people kind of care better 

for themselves and learn how to change habits that were costing them in terms of their health. 

That’s been my passion for the rest of my career.  

 

Early on, it led me into contact with the early holistic health movement. I got introduced to 

acupuncture back in the early ‘70s. That led me into contact with a lot of the early people in the 

holistic health movement. Since then, I’ve incorporated things like acupuncture, Chinese 

medicine, certainly nutrition, which you’re a major champion of, lifestyle changes, especially in 

terms of mind-body change, healing with the mind-body relationship, managing stress better. 

Ultimately, what came out of that was The Worry Solution book and CD set. 

 

JM: Thank you for explaining that to us. I’m really excited to have you share your wisdom and 

promote your book. Because it’s a very good complementary piece of information to what my 

passion is, which is as you referenced, is really nutrition. But there’s no question, if you were to 

choose one or the other, most likely unresolved anxiety and stress is probably a more significant 



influence on a person’s health that eating a poor diet. In most of the studies – maybe you can 

comment on this – that I’ve seen – I think in your book, you’ve mentioned 75 percent of the 

illnesses that a physician sees are related in some way to this factor. I think even the conservative 

Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC), a while back, said it was maybe 80 percent.  

 

MR: Yes. They said 75 to 90. I cut it down to 50 to 75 because it was hard for me to believe.  

 

JM: Yeah. But this is the hyper-conservative CDC. I remember it’s 80 but that’s just because – 

but it’s 75 to 90 percent. 

 

MR: It’s pretty amazing. When you look at it, again there are the direct effects of stress, which 

are significant as you know as a physician and any primary care physician. There’s a way, Dr. 

Mercola. When I talk to physicians, I sometimes say “You know, a huge part of the job of a 

primary physician is to try to tell what isn’t anxiety and stress.” 

 

JM: Yes, because if you’re wrong, it could result in terrible consequences for the patient. 

 

MR: Right. We’re taught in medical school to have a high degree of suspicion and to really kind 

of dig and see if there’s some kind of a disease, not that diseases can’t be either treated or 

exacerbated by anxiety and stress and poor cognitive habits. But we need to dig and say, “Okay. 

This person’s mouth has seen one of the hundreds of symptoms that can come directly from 

anxiety and poorly managed stress.”  

 

Then there are the indirect effects, which are the biological and physical manifestations of the 

poor choices in eating, the excessive alcohol, smoking of cigarettes, the taking of drugs, and so 

on and so forth. Including the fact that you don’t make those good lifestyle choices, then you end 

up on a half a dozen different medications, which have some benefits once you’ve got type 2 

diabetes or coronary artery disease, or heart disease, or hypertension. Then you start, again, 

treating the side effects of the medications. They don’t really cure those diseases. That’s why 

they’re chronic diseases. The cure, if there is one, is really, for many people, pretty radical 

change in lifestyle and that often begins in the mind.  

 

The human is different than any other organism that we know. The difference is the mind. 

Because we have choices, whether we admit to that or not. We make choices every time we put 

something in our mouth. We may be addicted to things, those choices may be like sugar or like 

alcohol or like the wrong kinds of foods, but we still have the opportunity to make a choice. 

Most other animals don’t have that opportunity. They eat what they can in their environment. 

They don’t have the opportunity to make those choices. The ability to make choices, the ability 

to learn to use the mind, the ability to use the imagination to either help or hinder the healing 

process, I think is really the difference between human medicine and veterinary medicine.  

 
[-----10:00-----] 

 

JM: Yes, indeed. I think you’ve done a great job of establishing the framework, but we can 

spend the rest of the hour talking about that. But I really like to focus now on some practical 

solutions that you’re bringing up in your book. The secret sauce of your book, The Worry 

Solution, a magnificent resource if this topic at all interests you, is learning to use imagery 



because this is the natural language of large parts of our brain, and that’s often ignored or 

undervalued.  

 

I resonate – let me just mention one thing – I resonate that really strongly, because in 1995, I 

read a book by Brian Tracy called Goals: How to Get Everything You Want. I really attribute that 

what I learned in his book as the catalyst for really setting the stage for allowing me to acquire 

the tools and resources to establish this website. But it was all with imagery. He very carefully 

outlined specific details. I personally have great experience with that. I didn’t use it for worry, 

but I used it for achieving goals. I’m wondering if you could expand on that topic, because I 

think it really is an incredibly effective tool that you’ve outlined in your book.  

 

MR: It is an incredibly effective tool and you certainly have done a wonderful job using it to set 

goals and to create a game plan and to follow through and be very successful and bring huge 

resources to millions and millions of people. Kudos for that.  

 

A lot of the same – and really high performers in the almost every area of life – if you look at 

champions in the athletic world or in the sports world, if you look at highly successful people in 

the business world, if you look at highly successful actors, actresses, musicians, artists of every 

kind, they all either instinctively or they have learned how to use their imaginations on purpose.  

 

The imagination is this great source of creativity, on the one hand, goal setting, laying out the 

vision. If you want to get from one place to another, you’ve got to have a mental map or idea of 

how you’re going to get there. If something blows you off course, your mental map helps you get 

back on that case. Also, it’s a great receptive tool to allow you to become more aware of what’s 

going on inside you, how you’re feeling, what you’re thinking about and so on, and make course 

directions.  

 

What I often say to people is “You know, your body has a head for a reason.” When you really 

think of it, your body generally follows your head. Not always, but your body always tries to do 

what your brain asks it to do. If you just think about your daily life, your body, if you didn’t have 

a brain – your mind is intimately tied in with your brain – your body probably wouldn’t do very 

much. It certainly wouldn’t get up every day and go to work. It wouldn’t do a lot of the things 

that you do. It would probably just sort of get up, look for some food. It might look for 

something to mate with. It might look for a safe place to kind of hide out for the rest of the day. 

But our brains and our minds know a lot. They can be ambitious. They can be full of creativity 

and goals.  

 

I teach people how to use imagery on purpose, for the sake of better health and healing, as well 

as being successful in life. The very first skill that I teach in The Worry Solution, and I think this 

is very important, the very first skill that we need to do with our imaginations is how to turn it 

off. Because the default position of the imagination is to worry, is to look for danger, is to look 

for problems. The human brain has a decided negative bias. The reason it has that is because the 

very first and most important job of the brain is to keep you alive.  

 

If your ancestors weren’t worried about what was out there in the jungle, or if they weren’t 

listening very carefully for what was going on outside, if they didn’t have a certain level of 



vigilance, and if they didn’t learn not only from their own mistakes, learn from the mistakes of 

others – like they thought, “Okay. That last hunting party went out that path over there and only 

half of them came back because they ran into a jaguar or a boa constrictor or an enemy tribe or 

something like that. I think I’m not going to go down that path. I’m going to go down the other 

path this time.”  

 

Imagination allows us to remember. It allows us to learn, not only from our own mistakes, but 

from the mistakes of others. It allows us to imagine what might happen if I take this path. What 

might happen if I take that path? What might happen if I do this? That’s one of its strengths. But 

it’s very easy to. That’s why I think worry is actually an adaptive function.  

 

My book and CD set – I’ll talk about that in a moment – is not about not worrying, because there 

are plenty of things to worry about. It’s separating what’s useful to worry about. That’s what you 

might be able to find a solution for by kind of turning it over and over in your mind like a 

tangled ball of twine. From the things that you’re just habitually going over and over, where all 

you’re doing is reviewing all the things you don’t want to have happened, and kind of 

hypnotizing and sparing yourself with all these negative outcomes. That’s how I separate good 

worry from bad worry.  

 

The first thing I teach people is how to put the mind in neutral. How to use what I call the three 

keys to calmness: learn some abdominal breathing, very simple; go through your body and relax 

your body part by part; and then take yourself in your imagination to a place that’s very beautiful 

and peaceful, where you feel safe – it could be a real or imaginary place – and just take 10 or 20 

minutes to interrupt that chronic stress response, interrupt that constant catastrophizing and 

worrying about bad things.  

 

It lets your physiology come back, lets your physiology at least temporarily escape that fight or 

flight response, which is, as you know, only made for intermittent short periods of time. It looks 

like it’s a good strategy to keep a person alive when you run into that jaguar in the jungle. Your 

adrenaline shoots off, your heart rate goes faster, and your blood clots faster, and your muscles 

get super powered, and you’re all set to survive or run or kill the jaguar.  

 

Once that’s over, that takes usually about 20 minutes, you’ve either outran the thing or climbed a 

tree or killed it or it’s eaten you for lunch. One way or another, it’s over. If you survived it, your 

body would now actually go back to what we now call the “relaxation response,” which is a 

compensatory repair and renew and recharge state that brings you back to kind of an even 

balance.  

 

So-called primitive living people don’t live in a constant state of arousal like we modern people 

who have so much input, so much news, so much social media, so many things that are amplified 

by the media all the time. They might get attacked, they might run into a dangerous beast, they 

might get stressed for a while, and then they go back into neutral. We almost never go back to 

neutral unless we adopt a practice: a yoga practice, a mountain mindfulness meditation practice, 

a deep-relaxation practice, guided imagery practice. We really need that.  

 



The first thing I teach people is how to interrupt their imagining and then use your imagination to 

go into neutral. Then I teach them a series of skills beyond that to solve problems to stimulate 

healing in the body, to access their inner wisdom.  

 

I do want to say one thing about the book, The Worry Solution, the book is complete in itself but 

I also made a set of two CDs where I give people nine guided imagery processes that I describe 

in the book. It was really my attempt, Dr. Mercola, to provide kind of a home study course for 

people. How can I learn to reduce my stress, manage my stress, get to sleep more easily? How 

can I use this tool? The book gives you the science and the explanations of the case histories, but 

the CDs will actually lead you through the processes that will make it pretty easy for you to learn 

how to do this. 

 

JM: Thank you for sharing that. Do you actually do the voice for the CDs? 

 

MR: Yeah.  

 

JM: That’s good because you have a very comforting, reassuring – it’s just that you have a 

magnificent voice. You really do. 

 

MR: Thank you. The reason I laugh at that, Joe, is because when I started talking and lecturing 

to people, I noticed that I was putting most of them to sleep. I decided that I must be able to find 

something useful to do with this quality. It works very well for guided imagery. 

 

JM: Yeah. It’s a perfect fit. It’s wonderful when that happens. As you’re describing the process 

and the value, actually, of worry because in anxiety it does have a value in a specific time and 

place. 

 

MR: Absolutely. 

 

JM: And if we didn’t have it, we’d likely be dead. Similarly than the rest of recovery, I think it 

would be useful in your practice, and perhaps you can integrate in what you’re teaching. One of 

my new passions is photobiology.  

 
[-----20:00-----] 

 

But it occurred to me that the equivalent in photobiology of this adrenaline rush is blue light, 

especially unopposed blue light from either fluorescent lights, or more commonly, light-emitting 

diodes (LEDs), which are essentially, since incandescents have been mandated, are becoming 

pervasive. I think we can see the increase in a lot of these problems. The consequence of that, if 

we can’t go back to incandescent or just get full exposure to sunlight with near infrared, that will 

balance the excitation, very so much like the resting relaxation you were occurring.  

 

MR: That’s interesting. 

 

JM: It’s a really, really similar analogy there. I think that the synergy could be really powerful 

and beautiful. 

 



MR: That is very interesting. 

 

JM: They could be a black belt [karate] expert in what you’re doing, but they’re exposing 

themselves to excessive LED light. It could complicate things and maybe not allow the full 

manifestation of what you’re teaching.  

 

MR: Yeah. I don’t know the photobiology like you do, but it certainly makes sense. In a lot of 

ways, our lives are very rich and full in a certain way, and yet they are narrowed to a small part 

of the spectrum that has to do. I think that that’s a pretty good analogy to what we may be doing 

with light. We want to broaden our spectrum. We want to allow more room for things like 

relaxation for communication, for relationships, for kind of taking it easy. There’s almost no 

other country in the world that works like we do in the United States. It was just startling to me.  

 

This was maybe 20 to 25 years ago when the statistics came out that we work longer hours and 

we work more than the Germans and the Japanese, no disrespect to the Germans or the Japanese. 

They’ve long been known as very, very hardworking, diligent, serious cultures. We overtook 

them about 25 years ago and it hasn’t slowed down.  

 

Look at all the other European countries, they have six to eight weeks of vacation every year that 

they’re forced to take. Nobody that I know of has that in the United States. When they do, they 

often skip that vacation time. People take siestas, they take hours out in the middle of the day, 

there’s just time for enjoying life and being a human in the face of the earth instead of a human 

doing some work. We’re way off the spectrum. We try to do more and more. We try to know 

more and more. We try to be involved more and more.  

 

We have to learn to go the other way, at least some of the time. Turn it off. Because now what 

we’re doing is we’re missing sleep. The daytime stress has gone into the nighttime. There’s a 

fast-growing number of people who are missing sleep, who are having difficulties sleeping. This 

just compounds the stress response and the toll of stress. This ends up getting seen in the doctor’s 

office. Ninety percent of the time, because the doctors are also highly stressed and are being 

compressed into an unrealistic mode of practice, the answer is pharmaceuticals. We can do better 

than that.  

 

JM: Yes, indeed. It seems like it’s almost impossible to adequately address this issue without 

acknowledging some of the spiritual components and response. I have two points I’d like to ask 

you. First one is, in response to what you said of us, Americans are just overworking like crazy, 

is this biblical principle through most world religions that I’m aware of, of honoring the Sabbath, 

which is taking one day off a week, which I admit haven’t done that for decades, for many 

decades. As a result, I think I’m suffering from health challenges because of not honoring that 

principle. I’m wondering how you integrate that into what you’re teaching. 

 

MR: One thing that I and most of us physicians, as you know, have found very, very ineffective 

for most people is telling them what to do. Unfortunately, it does have an effect, but it doesn’t 

have the effect that we want. What I’ve learned through my studies of motivational psychology 

and guided imagery and so on, is that if I can work with my patient to evoke from them what 



they need from the inside, that’s one of the great powers of guided imagery. We start with 

relaxation.  

 

We might invite, if the person’s having heart trouble, we might invite them to imagine that their 

heart could speak to them, or what if their body could speak to them, or what if they’re having 

headaches all the time? What if their head could speak to them and ask for what they need, what 

do they know? It’s quite remarkable what comes from people. That knowledge is actually inside 

the body or in the unconscious.  

 

If people will get quiet and listen, they very often know what they need in order to get back into 

a more comfortable and healthier kind of lifestyle. I find that when I work with people that way, 

and in that relationship, I’m honoring the wisdom that’s built into their body and I’m showing 

them how to access it.  

 

Guided imagery is the most direct way I’ve found to access that. We might invite them to 

imagine a figure that’s very wise and loving. Or again, we might imagine what if your knee 

could talk to you, or what if you hip could talk to you, or what if your heart could talk to you, 

what do you imagine it would say? Do that in a quiet and considerate kind of way. It’s really 

startling what comes to people. When it comes from the inside out, people treat it differently than 

when they’re being told to do by someone else. Even if they get that message from inside and 

everybody, from their mother to their doctor to their husband or their wife, or everybody’s been 

telling them the same thing, it takes on a certain power when it comes from inside. It has an 

authenticity and people are often willing to listen to that and start to change. It’s one of the real 

powers of it. 

 

JM: Great. Thank you for that. It makes perfect sense. 

 

MR: Yeah. 

 

JM: The other spiritual component I want to address because it seems to be an essential core of 

your program is the serenity prayer, which is “Lord, grant me the serenity to accept things I 

cannot change, the courage to change things I can, and the wisdom to know the difference.” 

 

MR: Right. 

 

JM: Can you help us understand how that’s integrated into the imagery and the other principles 

that you’re – 

 

MR: Yeah, very much. It’s almost like the organizing spine of The Worry Solution in a way. 

Most people, many people know that serenity prayer from 12-step programs, whether they were 

in them themselves or they know somebody. We all know people who are in 12-step programs. 

But that prayer actually goes much farther back. It actually goes back to Roman times. It’s really 

quite a brilliant prayer. You can use it whether you pray or not. You can just ask to have that 

wisdom, that courage, or that serenity.  

 



When I show people how to list their worries, how they separate them into those things that they 

could possibly change if they acted on it, and those things that no matter how badly they’d like to 

change, there’s nothing they can do to change them, and then a middle column where they may 

not be sure, in a sense, it’s a way of actually activating and using the serenity prayer very 

actively.  

 

What I teach in The Worry Solution is what do you do with those things that you really don’t 

want to have happened, those things that you worry about, that you wish weren’t going on, or 

that you can’t change? What is it that you can do with those to make it easier to come to terms 

with? I teach you a pretty simple process called “positive outcome imagery,” where you kind of 

turn it on its head, and turn it from a worry into an intention or a prayer.   

 

Then what do you do with those things that are in your column that I could do something about 

this if I wanted to? I teach people what I call an “effective action planning process.” Once you 

decide “Okay, I’m going to work on this. I’m going to take myself from here to there. I’m going 

to take that problem and really address it,” I’ll show you step by step how to make sure that your 

action plan is going to be effective.  

 

Then the middle part is “How about the ones that I don’t know whether I could do something 

about or not?” That’s where I bring this inner wisdom meditation in and teach people how to do 

it, both in the book and lead them through it on the CD. You get quiet.  

 

We all have – it’s not a spooky thing, although a lot of people think it’s kind of airy-fairy and 

spooky, it’s really not – we all have an internal guidance system. A lot of times we don’t listen to 

it, but I often ask people, “When push comes to shove, when you’re in a tough situation and you 

have to make an important decision, you’ve got all the facts but it’s still a difficult decision, what 

is it that you eventually come to lean on?”  

 

Everybody that I’ve ever talked to says “You know, I get the facts straight. I make the best 

analysis I can. But then I’ve got an inner voice that tells me which way to go.” When I ask them 

“Do you ever not listen to that voice?” Sometimes people will say, “Well, once in a while.” But 

everybody says the same thing. They say, “When I don’t listen to that voice, I get in trouble. 

When I listen to that voice, it’s a reliable guide.”  

 

Because when you think about it, living organisms are something like 4 billion years old on this 

planet. Four billion years of evolution, 4 billion years of trial and error, how do you survive on 

this earth, in this environment?  

 
[-----30:00-----] 

 

We were not dropped off here without a guidance system. We have instincts. We have intuition, 

as well as reason and logic. All of those things are valuable to help guide us through times of 

tough decisions.  

 

We’ve all been educated in the rational, logical, mathematical, verbal, but very few of us have 

ever been educated [on] how do you use your intuition. How do you tune in to your intuition? 

How do you make it more available? In the imagery, again, in this imagery of this wise, loving 



figure, talk to it about what you’re wondering about. See what it has to say to you. You still bring 

back the advice and you make your own decisions. It’s not like you become a robot and you just 

wander around doing whatever your voices tell you. We know. Some people’s inner voices they 

climb up in a tower and shoot people. We don’t want you listening to that voice. This is a wise, 

loving voice. Generally, when people bring that advice back, they come back and they say, “It’s 

clear to me what I really should do about this.” That’s a valuable, valuable asset.  

 

JM: I couldn’t agree more. Thankfully, I think most of us, unless we’re especially bright or 

genius or gifted, tend to make those mistakes. But as we grow older and reach our 40s or 50s or 

60s and older, hopefully we learn from our mistakes. I can just remember I used to ignore that 

intuition. Now, I’m pretty sensitive to it.  

 

Just even yesterday, I was ordering blinds online from a company that I thought was really great 

and had good experiences in the past. I didn’t write the name of the previous agent. This new 

agent was just terrible. I said, “Listen. I made a mistake. A pretty bad one. I can’t work with you 

anymore.” She was the best one ever. It’s just like when you honor that intuition, you’re really 

going to do so much better. But once in a while you get into that position where you’re able to do 

that. 

 

MR: In a way, we’ve been told not to listen to that in many ways. One of the things that I do 

with all my imagery work – it’s actually a byproduct of working with the imagery is that people 

learn “Hey, there’s a lot more good information and guidance inside me than I ever realized that 

there was.” What I basically teach them to do is relax, get the mind quiet but focused, and learn 

how to listen to and dialogue with that kind of inner wisdom. It’s very, very helpful. 

 

JM: Another thing that you write about in the book is writing things down. Interestingly, this 

was a core component of Brian Tracy’s book that I’ve read over 20 years ago. In the mid-‘90s, 

computers weren’t as common. Now they’re pervasive. We have our smartphone computers. I’m 

wondering if you could comment on the use of writing things down to actually bring those 

concerns, those worries, those anxieties into our conscious rather than some nebulous cloud that 

might just strike them at some time. If you could give us some [tips on] how that’s integrated and 

how to implement that, and if it makes a difference whether you write them down on paper or 

you do it electronically. 

 

MR: That’s an interesting question. Nobody’s really studied that. I think that depends on what 

people are used to. I know for me, it’s much more useful to write things down on paper. Maybe 

that’s because that’s how we grew up. My kids like to say “in my day.” I like to say “Hey. It’s 

still my day. I’m still here.” But we grew up writing things down and there’s some kind of a 

connection with the hand and the pen and the paper and seeing it that’s meaningful to me. But 

the kids who grew up now, the digital natives who just grow up with these devices, it may be just 

as helpful for them to write it on the computer. I don’t know.  

 

But getting it out of your head, as you said – you really nailed it – one thing, is if you don’t get it 

out and write it down, then you’re carrying it around with you in this cloud of thoughts that’s 

constantly surrounding you. There’s no reason to do that. Then it’s one after the other after the 

other. The mind gets kind of – it’s kind of like letting your computer get all dirty and 



overwhelmed with data. Even the computers, you have to clean out periodically and you have to 

let them reorganize their information. Our brain, which is much bigger and more capable than 

any computer, needs to do that too. Writing things down is surprisingly effective. It just gets it 

out of your head where you don’t have to carry it around all the time.  

 

First thing that I have people do is write down everything that you’re worried about: the big 

things, the little things, the petty things, the huge things. See if you can just do a mind dump and 

write everything down that you’re worried about. That itself is very useful. The next step is to 

divide them. Take those worries and divide them into the things that you could possible do 

something about, something you can’t possibly do anything about on a practical level, and things 

you’re not sure about. Then we go into the steps of how to deal with the ones you can, how to 

deal with the ones you can’t, and how to deal with the ones you’re not sure about. But that 

writing process is surprisingly helpful for a lot of things.  

 

JM: It’s interesting in helping you understand the things you can’t change. I’ve got to point out, 

because it’s so appropriate, an important illustration that you gave that principle is one of the 

examples was or the chances of the Cubs winning the World Series. As we are recording this, the 

Cubs two days ago broke a 108 year losing streak on winning the World Series. Today, as we’re 

recording this, the whole city of Chicago is celebrating and has a parade. Everything is just 

magnificent. It’s one of the biggest celebrations in Chicago’s history.  

 

MR: Congratulations to you and all the Cubs fans that had to go through giants to get there. 

 

JM: And they did. 

 

MR: Next to this, I expect that they’re going to play in the National League Championship. That 

would be fun because they’re two great teams.  

 

JM: Yeah. I don’t follow baseball. I don’t consider myself a Cubs fan, but I did grow up in 

Chicago. I went to the kindergarten through a postgraduate medical residence within the city 

limits. When I went to high school, I actually ran past Wrigley Field on my way to Lake when I 

was on the cross country team. It brings back fond memories.  

 

MR: That’s a great city and the people there deserve it. They needed it and they deserved it. 

  

JM: Alright. Once we take the time and write down our worries, whether you’re millennial and 

we do that electronically or we’re in our age group category and we write it down on paper, what 

do we do with those? How do we integrate this into the imagery that you’re recommending? 

  

MR: Again, sometimes it’s just obvious from writing it down. I’ve had a lot of – The Worry 

Solution, the book and CD set, really came out of a series of classes and workshops that I did 

over a couple of years to test out what worked and what didn’t work for people. In those classes, 

a lot of times when people just wrote down the worries themselves, for some people, they felt 

like “Wow. I feel like I just had a good bowel movement or something like that. I just feel kind 

of cleaned and cleansed. I look at my list of worries and I see on there that there’s so many silly 

things that I don’t really need to worry about.” That in itself for some people is helpful.  



 

Other people would look at them and say, “Yeah. I see some silly things on there that I don’t 

need to worry about. But there’s some real things on there that do worry me and that I need to 

really address.” Again, we separate them into the columns of what could you do something 

about, what can’t you possibly do something about, what aren’t you sure about. There’s a 

process for working with each of those columns.  

 

Again, the ones that you can’t do anything about, I teach a process called “positive outcome 

worry,” which is so simple as to sound almost inane. Basically, what it is, let’s say your Aunt 

Betsy’s in the hospital and she’s very sick, it’s natural to worry about her. “Geez, I hope she 

doesn’t die. I hope that she gets better soon.” But the way we worry tends to be going over and 

over “She’s sick,” “She’s dying,” “She’s in pain,” “She’s in discomfort.” All that may be true but 

does it help either her or you to constantly go over that? What we do is take the same worry and 

think about how you would like it to come out.  

 

In other words, if your mind could have an effect on that, how would you like to see that come 

out? You start to train yourself to start saying, “She’s in the hospital. She’s being cared for. She’s 

a strong woman. I’m imagining her healing up and imagining her getting good treatment. I’m 

imagining her getting out of the hospital. I’m imagining her coming home.”  

 

Now, as you know, there are people who feel like when you think things like that, that it has an 

effect on the outer world, that that might actually have an effect on Aunt Betsy, and it might. But 

even it doesn’t, the person it’ll have an effect on is you. Because instead of reviewing all the 

negative images and pictures and so on and so forth, you’re reviewing the hopes. You’re 

reviewing the positive imagery that you’re sending to her. If you’re a person of faith and you 

pray, it’s really turning the worry into a positive prayer. If you don’t pray, it’s just turning it into 

a positive intention. In either case, whether it actually affects Aunt Betsy or not, it’ll have an 

effect on you.  

 
[-----40:00-----] 

 

There’s a lot of research that shows if you just show people pictures of negative events, just even 

those that have nothing to do with them, you show them enough pictures of negative events, 

people get more anxious and they get more depressed. You can imagine what’s going on as we 

watch television all day long, especially these days with the election news. Whatever side you’re 

on, it’s a pretty sad kind of situation. Instead of showing yourself those negative, sad, fearful 

pictures all the time, why don’t you send Aunt Betsy some positive energy? It’s going to be less 

worrying on you and it might even help Aunt Betsy. I don’t know about that.  

 

On the other side of the coin, if there’s a situation where you can do something, let’s say that 

your worrying about Aunt Betsy has resulted in you thinking “You know what? She’s in this 

local hospital and that might not be the best place for her. She needs somebody to help her get 

this particular specialist or get to a different hospital or get a second opinion.” That’s something 

that you can do. If you’re having trouble putting that into action, I’ll teach you a way to use not 

just your imagination but your cognitive mind, your planning mind, to make a plan, to act on it, 

and to be successful with it. You can get your Aunt Betsy from poor care to better care. You’re 



doing her a favor. If there’s nothing you can do about it, then you might as well send her some 

positive energy and imagine her getting better.  

 

JM: Yes. Yes indeed. Aside from the personal impacts as you’ve mentioned, there’s a possibility 

that you might actually help her. I think Larry Dossey does some work on that. You’ve probably 

– 

 

MR: Yeah. I love Larry Dossey. He’s a great friend. The effects of the mind in the world and the 

effects of the mind on other people are all extremely interesting. Again, being a doctor,  it always 

comes back to “Is this something that could be useful to this patient that I’m with right now? Is 

this something that could be useful to Mrs. Murphy in my waiting room who’s got chronic 

migraine headaches? Is this something that can be useful to Mr. Smith who’s got back pain since 

Hannukah? Is this something that can be useful to my patient who’s growing through cancer 

chemotherapy?  

 

As you know – I imagine you feel the same way – one of the things I love about being a doctor is 

it takes all this philosophy and science and knowledge and speculation and it brings it right down 

to where the rubber meets the road. Does this work? Does this help my patient? Is this something 

that people could actually use in order to improve their health and improve their status in life? 

Imagery, which seems so invisible and ethereal and seems so airy-fairy, is one of the most 

powerful faculties we have as human beings for not only changing our behaviors, but changing 

our physiology, changing our mind. It changes our body. It changes our health.  

 

JM: Yes indeed. In the positive worry outcome or positive outcome worry that you mentioned 

just briefly a moment ago, I’m wondering if you have found it useful to integrate writing that 

down, more or less like a goal for the positive outcome, or is this something that you just focus 

on mentally?  

 

MR: It can be. Different people are different. In some people, it’s very helpful. One of the things 

that writing it down always does is it takes it out of the invisible and it makes it visible. When 

you write it down, it actually brings it out of your head and brings it out into the world where 

you can see it and you can review it. It can remind you of it. Writing those things down, possibly 

turning them into affirmations, turning them into, like I said, prayers if you pray, can be a very, 

very useful thing.  

 

That sounds so simple that it sounds almost inane, Dr. Mercola. But I’ll tell you where I learned 

to use that technique was with people with cancer. When people are newly diagnosed with 

cancer – cancer’s the boogeyman in our society and it scares us, even if we have a relatively 

curable cancer. But when people get diagnosed with cancer and they’re going through diagnostic 

procedures and getting opinions and worrying about it, everybody’s in shock, everybody 

regresses, everybody’s anxious. It’s a time of great uncertainty. Thoughts about dying and 

thoughts about the outcomes of therapy just flood people’s awareness.  

 

I learned from my colleague Dr. Rachel Remen, a wonderful physician who’s written some 

wonderful books, to use this technique where when a person newly diagnosed with cancer or a 

serious disease like that, when the fear comes up, when the images of death and dying and doom 



and side effects of treatments come up, to recognize that as a fear. It’s a fear and it’s legitimate. 

But it’s only a fear. It doesn’t mean that’s what’s going to happen, because over 50 percent of 

cancers are even now curable. When the fear comes up, you recognize it as a fear.  

 

I teach people how to create an image of what’s the outcome they would rather have? It might be 

an image of them five or 10 years down the line, enjoying their grandchildren or being in their 

doctor’s office, seeing that they have very good results and that they’re healthy and they’re doing 

the things they love to do. We have this positive image that they create and they teach people 

how to create it with this positive outcome imagery.  

 

When the fear comes up, you sort of mentally – I like to teach people – mentally use a kind of 

circle and a slash through it. A red circle and a slash, like a no smoking sign or no this, no that. 

You kind of stamp at that fear with that mental image of the red circle and slash. You move it out 

like it’s a slide. You move in the slide of the outcome you would prefer to see.  

 

What you’re doing is you’re kind of voting. You’re saying “Here’s my fear. Here’s my hope. 

Which one do I want to put my energy into?” Given that you’re making the choices, you’re 

doing the treatments and so on, and it doesn’t behoove you to invest your energy and your fears 

anywhere. When your fears come up and you learn how to recognize them, say “Yup. Those are 

my fears. I’m not going to concentrate on that. I’m going to move it out. I’m going to move in 

my image of what I hope will happen.” You energize that. The anxiety level goes down very, 

very quickly.  

 

The other interesting thing is that the more your fears come up, the more positive imagery you 

end up doing. What happens that in about one to three weeks, these people find themselves doing 

a lot of positive imagery and having a good outcome with their cancer, which is something that 

often does have a good, very positive effect. That’s a real life example of how that works. I’ve 

had dozens and dozens of people with cancer diagnosis thank me for teaching them that one 

positive outcome process. 

 

JM: That’s a great pearl. I’d like to add something to that and see what your comments are. I 

don’t remember where I read or heard this, but I couldn’t agree more with putting that red circle 

with the slash through it on the negative images that you don’t want to – particularly if they’re 

really challenging and potentially terminal outcomes. What I think might enhance that process is 

to integrate another sensory system into it, especially if their circumstances allow, depending on 

how serious it is, is just to scream out “No.” You’ve seen the red slash with the circle around it 

and screaming “No,” so that you get more sensory components. I think it may have a better 

impact on you. 

 

MR: I agree. The more sensory modalities you can include, the better. Saying no or screaming 

no, putting your hand out, stop sign, moving it, kind of physically imagine moving it out, even 

making some kind of emotion that goes on. You’re using your visual imagination. You’re using 

your auditory, your vocal chords. You’re using your physical body to accentuate the choice that 

you’re making, basically of “Yes, I have a fear. Yes, it’s normal. It’s not where I’m going to put 

my energy. I’m going to put my energy into this outcome, which is what I really desire, and 

focus on that.” I agree with you 100 percent. The more sensory modalities you can involve with 



your imagination – a lot of people think of imagination as just visualization. Visualization is the 

most common form of imagery, but it’s not the only form. When you can involve your other 

senses, I think it amplifies it a great deal. You’re perfectly right.  

 

JM: Perfect. A popular book a while ago – not only a book but a movie, they released a DVD 

series – was The Secret. You talked about it in your book. 

 

MR: I do. 

 

JM: I think it’s helpful to address this and differentiate it from what you’re teaching because this 

isn’t mystical stuff like The Secret. 

 

MR: No. 

 

JM: People who sought to apply it frequently were disappointed. Maybe help enlighten us with 

the differences between the two. 

 
[-----50:00-----] 
 

MR: I appreciate that opportunity because I think where you put your mind is important. But this 

idea that just putting your mind in a place will manifest things? I think it’s true sometimes. Does 

it do it all the time? No. I think the part of the secret that The Secret left out is that your mind can 

help you imagine and visualize where you want to go, what you want to build, what you want to 

have. If you put in a lot of hard work, you can get from where you are to where you want to be.  

 

I’m just speculating that back when you read that book and you started to imagine your goals and 

how you’re going to use the internet, and how you’re going to get these resources out to people, I 

know that that’s not all that you did. I know that you had to create things. You had to learn about 

technology. You had to hire people. You had to create a business plan. Along with your vision, 

there was a lot of perspiration that came. I think it was Thomas Edison who said that “Creativity 

is one percent inspiration, and 99 percent perspiration.”  

 

Even in The Secret movie, I remember the one fella who was living in this beautiful house who 

said that he had dreamed of this house and he was going to live in this house, and now he’s 

living in a house. He completely forgot to mention that there was about two years. He had to hire 

contractors and architects and they had to actually build the house. It wasn’t like he sat there in 

his couch and this house appeared around him.  

 

That’s the part of The Secret that I think they left out. That’s why a lot of people were 

disappointed. Your mind, your imagination can help you envision the health and the future that 

you want. Then you generally have to take action over a period of time to bring that vision down 

to earth and make it into a reality. That’s why I teach effective action planning along with 

visualization. Those two together go a long way to change your reality. 

 

JM: Perfect. Just for point of clarification, the book I read and the one you were referring to was 

not The Secret. It was Brian Tracy’s book on setting goals in the mid-‘90s. Developing my 

internet or website was not part of that process because that was in ‘95. I didn’t really start the 



website until two years later. It was an impact mostly for emotional, personal issues initially. 

Then I used the same strategies later to apply things. There are a lot of good tools to do that that 

integrates some of these things, especially the writing things down is like Getting Things Done: 

the Art of Stress-Free Productivity by David Allen, which I found enormous benefit from 

actually. Manifesting things and getting the worry out of it.  

 

The central component of what he teaches – Well, two things: one is to empty your inbox but 

then, but then to get it out in full file, and then every week going through that, the waiting for list 

to make sure that nothing gets lost. The key thing is everything’s written down. It’s out of your 

head. It brings the mental clarity and the peace and the rest. Otherwise you’re always worrying 

about them. “I’m missing something. I’m forgetting something.” 

 

MR: Right. It’s just going around and around in your head. 

 

JM: You’ve got to write it down. You’ve got to write it down. I can’t thank you enough. You’ve 

committed your professional career to providing these resources for problems that inundate 

almost all of us. Emotions are such an important part of all illness. I was just at the Truth About 

Cancer Conference as one of their speakers. Every expert on that panel agreed, without any 

dissent, that emotions were the most important part of the treatment. 

 

MR: Interesting.  

 

JM: Yeah. I mean these are people in the trenches, treating cancer patients every day and 

they’ve all agreed this is in number 1.  

 

MR: Absolutely. 

 

JM: You provide a very practical book, The Worry Solution, and its companion CDs. Why don’t 

you outline for us now, if this magnificent set of principles and wisdom that you’ve shared with 

us today intrigue someone watching, what they could do to take the next step. 

 

MR: The next step would probably be go to my website which is TheHealingMind.org, 

www.TheHealingMind.org, where I’ve got a lot of resources for all kinds of health conditions, 

guided imagery audios. I’m also kind of ponying on what you said about the cancer conference. I 

also have a book and CD set called Fighting Cancer from Within that addresses the specific 

issues, the emotional stress related and mind-body issues around treating cancer. That’s very 

useful for people and their families where cancer’s an issue.  

 

My first book and CD set called Guided Imagery for Self-Healing, which kind of takes it a lot, 

which is specifically oriented towards teaching you to use similar methods but focusing on 

stimulating healing in the body and responding to your body in a way that helps with healing. 

There are also audios for preparing for surgery, preparing for childbirth, dealing with anxiety, 

getting natural sleep.  

 

TheHealingMind.org – thank you for allowing me to let people know about that – is a great 

resource for guided imagery books and audio downloads, CDs, and so on. That’s where I would 



go and just kind of dig in and start. Let yourself start learning how to use your mind to help 

improve your health. 

 

JM: Sure. There are a lot of resources out there and the type of resources we like to feed on vary 

for everyone, depending on what their synergy is. But if you are audio or visually oriented and 

like to learn from reading or listening to something, I couldn’t endorse Dr. Rossman’s 

recommendations more heartily, because as I said, there’s not a microgram of doubt in my mind 

that it is a massively significant element of nearly every disease process for this, especially 

cancer. If you have cancer and Dr. Rossman’s material resonates within you, and you like to 

listen or read, then pick up his materials. It’s relatively cheap compared to the – it’s virtually free 

if you think about it.  

 

MR: Exactly. 15 dollars, 20 dollars.  

 

JM: The whole part of the equation, there’s no charge to it. You get to change your life. You’ll 

probably be willing to change your life. You’ll probably be willing to donate half of your estate 

if it cured you, I’m sure. Anyway, that’s not the issue. It’s virtually free. Pick it up. Do yourself a 

favor. We’re not on here to pitch his material but to help and provide you with resources that will 

change your life.  

 

MR: That’s what it’s about really. It’s the most inexpensive. It’s non-toxic. It’s compatible with 

every other form of treatment. It’s just something really that we should have been learning in 

kindergarten, but we don’t. 

 

JM: Yeah. 

 

MR: We’re providing resources. You’re absolutely right. I really appreciate the opportunity to 

reach your audience and let them know these resources are out there. 

 

JM: Sure. I’m glad that you’re there as a resource. Just to make that you understand, folks. I 

don’t have any financial ties to Dr. Rossman. There’s not an affiliate link. I don’t get a kickback 

on this. I’m saying this because I believe that it’s inexpensive and it’ll help you. There’s no 

financial benefit for me. But there is a benefit, though, because I know I played a part in helping 

you get better. 

 

MR: That’s where we get our real joy, isn’t it? 

 

JM: Yes. Absolutely. I mean that’s – 

 

MR: That’s what it’s about. 

 

JM: It is. It really is the true motivation why we go into medicine. It is. 

 

MR: Yeah. If we went into medicine to get rich quickly, we were pretty stupid. 

 

JM: Alright. Thank you again.  



 

MR: Thank you. 

 

[END] 

 

 


